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Transdisciplinarity and Digital
Humanities: Lessons Learned from
Developing Text-Mining Tools for
Textual Analysis
Yu-wei Lin

Introduction
In recent years, with the emergence of Information and Communication
Technologies (ICTs) and other social and political factors, national and international research funding councils have increasingly emphasised that research
in the humanities should engage with data-intensive and evidence-based academic activities, as those in natural sciences and engineering do (Atkins et al.
2003; Newman et al. 2003; Jankowski 2009; Pieri 2009). As stated in the description of the cross-nation and cross-discipline ‘Digging into Data Challenge’ programme,1 a call for ‘data-driven inquiry’ or ‘cyberscholarship’ has emerged as
a result of hoping to inspire innovative research methods, to transform the
nature of social scientific enquiry, and to create new opportunities for interdisciplinary collaboration on problems of common interest.2
New types and forms of data, whether it be born digital data, transactional
data, digitised historical records, archived administrative data, linked databases, or data generated or shared by Internet users, are all considered to be
valuable input for research. And in order to facilitate access to and process such
a massive amount of data, information technologists and computer scientists
have been involved in constructing high-throughput, high-performance computing, grid computing, or cloud computing for research in the humanities.
e-Research (or Cyber-Infrastructure in the United States) has been proposed as
an umbrella term to describe such computationally enabled science that allows
researchers from distributed locations and diverse backgrounds to access, discuss, analyse data, and work together. That said, such a shift to large-scale networked infrastructures for supporting research not only highlights ‘big data’
295
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and computational data analysis methods, but also suggests the importance of
research collaboration across disciplines. The ‘Digging into Data’ programme
sponsored by tight international research funders shows that research funders
have also recognised that the complexities of subjects in society are beyond
what a single discipline can deal with, hence interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary collaboration is needed. To address these challenges, research councils
have been encouraging social scientists to adopt collaborative approaches, to
share and re-use data, to explore and exploit mixed methods, and to develop
innovative methods (Mason 2006; Bardsley and Wiles 2006; Savage and
Burrows 2007). To these ends, not only have various novel e-Research tools and
services been created over the past years, but also a growing number of largescale collaborative interdisciplinary research projects have been funded.
The development and implementation of these e-Research tools have signified and signalled a dramatic computational turn in conducting research in
humanities. Digital humanities has been heralded as the future of humanities research. e-Research programmes often emphasise interdisciplinary and/
or multidisciplinary (RCUK 2001; Schroeder and Fry 2007). Although to some
extent these existing observations are valid, I will argue in this paper that the
kind of digital humanities facilitated by e-Research tools, if widely adopted,
is in fact transdisciplinary, a step further than multidisciplinary or interdisciplinary. The realisation of transdisciplinary research can be seen through
looking at the process of developing text-mining tools for social and behavioural scientists in the case study to be introduced below. I will discuss the
challenges and implications of such transdisciplinary research in light of this
case study. The empirical case study provided here also contributes to the
ongoing and long-standing discussion about interdisciplinariy and transdisciplinarity.
Before introducing the case study that demonstrates the development process of text-mining e-Research tools, I will provide some context for and elaborate what I mean by transdisciplinarity.

Transdisciplinarity
Many terms have been proposed over the past decades (arguably since the
1960s) to conceptualise contemporary scholarly activities. Inter-, multi-, and
transdisciplinarity are the three widely recognised categories used to measure,
analyse, or identify interdisciplinarity in actual research efforts (Huutoniemi
et al. 2009). They suggest approaches that differ from existing disciplinary
norms and practices.
Multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary research has been growing over the
last four decades. They are not new concepts in scientific research. In his seminal work, The Social and Intellectual Organization of the Sciences, published in
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1984, Whitley argued that, in addition to what they study empirically, scientific fields are shaped and affected by the degrees and types of mutual dependence and task uncertainty they possess (Whitley 1984: 88).
The New Production of Knowledge, by Gibbons et al. (1994) proposes a Mode
2 knowledge framework which has had far-reaching influence, especially in
setting out an EU research agenda. It is said that three prerequisites are needed
to produce Mode 2 knowledge: a context of application to allow knowledge
transfer, transdisciplinarity, a diverse variety of organisations and a range of
heterogeneous practice, reflexivity, an analogical process where multiple views
in the team can be exchanged and incorporated (Gibbons et al. 1994; Hessels
and van Lente 2008). Mode 2, which is context-driven, problem-focused, and
transdisciplinary, involves multidisciplinary teams with heterogeneous backgrounds working together. This differs from traditional Mode 1 research that is
academic, investigator-initiated, and discipline-based knowledge production.
Nevertheless, to mark the distinction of Mode 2, transdisciplinarity is the key,
and according to Hessels and van Lente (2008), it ‘refers to the mobilisation of
a range of theoretical perspectives and practical methodologies to solve problems’ and goes beyond inter-disciplinarity in the sense that the interaction of
scientific disciplines is much more dynamic’ (2008: 741).
Whitley’s theory of ‘mutual dependence’ and ‘task uncertainty’ and the Mode
2 theory proposed by Gibbons et al., and philosophical and sociological discussion on the production of scientific knowledge (now often termed ‘science
and technology studies – STS’, e.g., Latour and Woolgar 1979; Knorr-Cetina
1982; Latour 1987; Klein 1990) have inspired many scholars to explore how
interdisciplinarity, multidisciplinarity, crossdisciplinarity, or even transdisciplinarity approaches (Flinterman et al. 2001) are perceived and performed in
different research fields, particularly in computer-supported environments.
For instance, Barry et al. (2008) have conducted a large-scale critical comparative study of interdisciplinary institutions based on ethnographic fieldwork at
the Cambridge Genetics Knowledge Park, an Internet-based survey of interdisciplinary institutions and case studies of ten interdisciplinary institutions in
three areas of inter-disciplinary research: a) environmental and climate change
research; b) the use of ethnography within the IT industry; and c) art-science.
Fry (2003, 2006), whose research aims to understand similarity and difference
in information practices across intellectual fields, has conducted qualitative
case studies of three specialist scholarly communities across the physical sciences, applied sciences, social sciences, and arts and humanities. Schummer
(2004) examines the patterns and degrees of interdisciplinarity in research collaboration in the context of nanoscience and nanotechnology. Mattila (2005)
studies the role of scientific models and tools for modelling and re-conceptualises them as ‘carriers of interdisciplinarity’ that enable the making of interdisciplinarity. Zheng et al. (2011) examines the development process of the
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United Kingdom’s computing grid for particle physics (GridPP), a grid that is
itself part of the world’s largest grid, the Large Hadron Collider Computing
Grid, within a global collaborative community of high-energy physics. Most
of these studies use qualitative research methods (notably ethnography and
interview) to produce case studies that focus on how members of a project that
involves more than one discipline communicate, negotiate, and cooperate,
instead of measuring quantitatively the degree of heterogeneity of knowledge
combined in research.3
In a similar fashion, this case study, based on my participatory observation,
offers another channel of getting to know prospective users and involving
them in the process of tool development. This will not only contribute to the
continued discussion of what constitutes interdisciplinary work; more importantly, through understanding how that work is organised in the field of social
sciences and the humanities, it provides an empirical glance into transdisciplinarity and what it means by ‘digital humanities’.
However, it has also been noted that to date there remains an incoherence in the usage of these terms, which are largely ‘loosely operationalised’
(Huutoniemi et al. 2009: 80). Fuzzy definitions of these words mean that
these categories are ‘ideal types only’ and serve mainly for theoretical discussion. Given this, before going on to present the case study, it is useful to
make clear the working definitions of inter-, multi-, and transdisciplinarity
in this paper. For the purposes of this paper, interdisciplinarity is referred to
as an approach that allows researchers to work jointly and to integrate information, data, techniques, tools, perspectives, concepts, and/or theories from
two or more disciplines or bodies of specialised knowledge to tackle one problem. Multidisciplinarity, instead, allows researchers from different disciplines
to work parallel with each other but still from disciplinary-specific bases to
address common problems. Transdisciplinarity radicalises existing disciplinary norms and practices and allows researchers to go beyond their parent disciplines, using a shared conceptual framework that draws together concepts,
theories, and approaches from various disciplines into something new that
transcends them all (Rosenfield 1992: 1351).
Here, for the purpose of this chapter, I have adopted Hessels and van Lente’s
interpretation of Mode 2, that is, ‘the trans-disciplinarity proposed by Gibbons
et al. implies more than only the cooperation of different disciplines’ and ‘coevolution of a common guiding framework and the diffusion of results during the research process’ are central to transdisciplinary research (Hessels and
van Lente 2008: 751). Against this framework, disciplines involved in interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary research possess richer dependency than those
involved in multidisciplinary research. Therefore, it drives a closer investigation into how researchers in different disciplines interact and transform over a
period of an interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary project.
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Background of the case study
The case study below is based on an 18-month ethnography of a cross-discipline collaborative project funded by a UK higher education funder.4
With the information overload and data deluge, to be able to locate information within a short period of time and to conduct literature review, data collection, data analysis smartly and efficiently is one of the important milestones of
the next generation computational tools. In light of existing examples in natural and life sciences where scientists use text-mining and data-mining tools
to identify continuities and discontinuities in large bodies of literature or data
sets, the initial idea set out by the funder was to demonstrate the usefulness
of text-mining for the purpose of facilitating knowledge discovery, elicitation,
and summarisation in the humanities. If these techniques could be successfully applied to social scientific data, it was hoped that not only could the
time-consuming and labour-intensive manual coding of qualitative data be
replaced (at least to some extent), but also enable social scientists to explore
larger amounts of such data in a shorter time.
The project was funded to customise a range of pre-existing text-mining
tools for application in studies analysing newspaper texts to reveal how they
are framed to shape the perceptions of their readers. And in so doing, the demonstrator produced by the project would provide a use case to extend awareness and promote adoption of text mining across all social science disciplines.
The project was designated to be an interdisciplinary collaboration where
the pilot social science users (hereafter ‘domain users’) work with text-mining developers (in short, text miners). Instead of developing everything from
scratch, customising pre-existing tools would allow the developers to demonstrate the functionality and applicability of text-mining tools to target users
as well as the funder in a relatively short period of time. The original plan
included an activity that resembled the Turing test – a competition between the
text-mining (artificial-intelligence-enabled) programs and ordinary researchers to find out whether a computer can act ‘more efficient and more accurate’ than a person. This was to be a comparison between computer-generated
results and human-coded ones. As some participants in such a Turing test have
revealed (e.g. Christian 2011), the march of technology isn’t just changing how
humans live, it is raising new questions about what it means to be researching
the humanities and reading texts. Similarly, as will be discussed below, this
18-month project turned out to be more than a feasibility study on the technicality and performativity of text-mining tools in the context of humanities
research; more importantly, it shed light on a methodological change and a
shift of disciplinary practices.
Through closely participating in the project as a project manager, pilot
user, as well as an ethnographer, my ethnography produced first-hand
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experience of working with the stakeholders (including developers, other
users, and the funder) as well as close observation of the dynamics emerging in the development process and interdisciplinary collaboration. The
reflection from autho-ethnography and traditional participatory observation
offer fresher insight into the actual work practices in the cross-disciplinary
or interdisciplinary research projects for better understanding of how these
text-mining computational techniques are actually implemented and situated in real-life projects.
Every development task and activity in this project, ranging from constructing a database/corpus for carrying out text-mining tasks and training the
algorithms to meet the needs of the pilot users, selecting and filtering out
meaningful human-comprehensible terms, to communications between different project partners, all suggest that text-mining or other e-Research tools
do not emerge out of the blue; instead, their realisation is a negotiation of
different disciplinary methodologies, practices, and sense-making. As such,
implementing any e-Research tools like the text-mining ones discussed here
would suggest the move towards a settled/agreed/presumed/prescribed way of
conducting research. As we will see later, adopting text-mining tools insinuates
a radical shift from allowing diverse methodologies and theories to co-exist
in the arts and humanities (hermeneutic readings) towards pattern-matching,
statistics-led, algorithm-based practices which favour a statistical modellingbased mining paradigm. Given that, text mining leads to a transdisciplinary
paradigm shift.

What is text mining?
The state of art and the way ‘text mining’ is referred to is more than text search.
According to M. Hearst, Professor in the School of Information at University of
California, Berkeley,
Text Mining is the discovery by computer of new, previously unknown
information, by automatically extracting information from different written resources. A key element is the linking together of the extracted information together to form new facts or new hypotheses to be explored further
by more conventional means of experimentation.5
According to the UK JISC-funded National Centre for Text Mining (NaCTeM),
Text mining involves the application of techniques from areas such as information retrieval, natural language processing, information extraction and
data mining. These various stages of a text-mining process can be combined
into a single workflow.6
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These explanations suggest that text mining is considered as a set of technologies for ‘extracting more information than just picking up keywords from texts:
names, locations, authors’ intentions, their expectations, and their claims’
(Nasukawa and Nagano 2001). It is so applied that IBM, for example, has developed it further into sentiment analysis that can be used in marketing, trend
analysis, claim processing, or generating FAQs (frequently asked questions).7
Given that, text mining can be understood as an umbrella term for incorporating and implementing a wide range of tools or techniques (algorithms, methods), including data mining, machine learning, natural language processing,
artificial intelligence, clustering, knowledge mining and text analysis, computational linguistics, content analysis and sentiment analysis and so forth. onto
a large body of texts (usually an enormous collection of documents) to support
the users’ decisions. Just like Lego units, there is a set of components in the
field that can be assembled and reconfigured for the purposes of the tasks of
the domain users.
To illuminate what text mining can do, the text miners demonstrated some
existing applications, notably in the biomedical field, to the social scientific
domain users at the beginning of the project. One of the examples is similar
to what Uramoto et al. (2004) developed – an application named MedTAKMI,
which includes a set of tools extended from the IBM TAKMI (Text Analysis and
Knowledge MIning) system originally developed for text mining in customerrelationship-management applications, for Biomedical Documents to facilitate
knowledge discovery from the very large text databases characteristic of life science and healthcare applications. This MedTAKMI dynamically and interactively
mines a collection of documents to obtain characteristic features within them.
By using multifaceted mining of these documents together with biomedically
motivated categories for term extraction and a series of drill-down queries, users
can obtain knowledge about a specific topic after seeing only a few key documents. In addition, the use of natural language techniques makes it possible to
extract deeper relationships among biomedical concepts. The MedTAKMI system is capable of mining the entire MEDLINE<sup>®</sup> database of 11 million biomedical journal abstracts. It is currently running at a customer site.

What is textual analysis?
The domain users, in turn, also demonstrated how textual analysis is usually
conducted, and how, in this case, the analysis of newspaper content is carried
out.
The analysis of newspaper texts has been widely adopted for investigating
how texts8 are explicitly or implicitly composed and presented to re/present
certain events in various forms of mass media and to shape the perceptions
or opinions of the information’s recipients. It is a labour-intensive form of
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analysis, typically relying on the researcher to locate relevant texts, read them
very closely, often more than once, interpret and code passages in the light of
their content and context, review the codes, and draw out themes. As a result,
research projects are often restricted to corpora of limited size.
It is not novel to use computers to assist human analysts to conduct textual analysis. Computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS)
is a competitive market; there are many mature CAQDAS packages available
(Koenig 2004, 2006). Although some claim that CAQDAS tools support mixed
methods (i.e., combination of qualitative and quantitative methods; e.g.,
Bolden and Moscarola 2000; Koenig 2004, 2006), the requirement of a large
amount of human labour in using CAQDAS for coding emphasises the importance of the more interpretative, qualitative elements of textual analysis. Given
that the amount of textual social data is growing at an unprecedented speed,
a scalable solution which can support automatic coding and clustering of text
for the textual analysis of large corpora is desirable.

Developing text-mining tools for textual analysis
Despite the effort of establishing a dialogue between the domain users and the
text miners in this interdisciplinary project, such mutual sharing seems asymmetrical in this instance. The text miners are more interested in building up a
large data set of textual data and acquiring the code book of the domain user
who was conducting a research understanding of how certain governmental
agenda was presented in UK national newspapers. The reason why the text
miners were so keen on acquiring the domain user’s code book is because they
needed to use that document to categorise some exemplary documents in the
corpus that contains thousands of news articles. As we will see below, such an
instrumental/pragmatic attitude of the text miners poses some issues in this
interdisciplinary collaboration.
The steps taken by the participants of this project are as follows:
Step 1: Scoping and data preparation

AQ1

The process of knowledge discovery and data mining has never been straightforward; it involves many steps, and some of them are iterative and contingent (Kurgan and Musilek 2006). Data preparation (including scoping and data
cleaning) is an important first step before processing the data (Fayyad et al.
1996).
This scoping stage allowed the domain users and the text miners to know
the domain and the data better. Desk research to understand methodological
and theoretical issues about textual analysis of newspaper articles. Having the
domain users on board meant that the interdisciplinary team can have some
quick access to this body of knowledge.
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The scoping stage also involved the identification of data sets. For the
domain user who was carrying out a baseline textual analysis using a popular
CAQDAS package, a rather typical social research process was followed – she
began by identifying a suitable topic and research question. These activities
later on informed her of the generation of a set of keywords, which were submitted as queries to the search engine of a digital archive of UK newspapers. A
corpus, including all newspaper items (news, comment, letters, sports, and so
on) containing the keywords/phrases, was built by using the search facility of
this newspaper archive.
On the other hand, the text miners devised an algorithm to build a corpus
of nearly 5,000 newspaper items (or ‘documents’) by extracting them from the
same archive. This was an order of magnitude larger than the domain researcher’s corpus because text-mining tools work best on large corpora.
What’s also interesting is the way the two corpora were built. The human
analyst and the text miner took different steps and actions when building
these corpora. The smaller corpus was built by the human analysts with a goal
of having 200 to 300 items in the corpus. The human analyst, bearing the
research questions in mind, went through the articles that came up from the
keyword searches one by one, judged, selected, and then included them in this
smaller corpus. The interpretation started even before retrieving articles from
the archive. Decisions on which topic to study, which type of data (newspaper
or other printed media; national papers only or also tabloids) to look at, which
keywords to search for, which way to collect data all flag important steps in
research processes. In contrast to the human analyst’s approach of building
a small-but-beautiful quality data set after carefully reviewing the source of
data, the text miner’s indiscriminative method of building a corpus as large
as possible signals a fundamental difference between the two. The text miner
applied the same keywords that the human analyst used to retrieve data from
the same database. Data retrieved, except for that from local newspapers, were
all included in this larger corpus.
The inclinations to different corpus sizes of the domain users and the text
miners is interesting. For the domain users, what corpus size should be considered as representative has mainly to do with one’s research questions. But
a text-mining/data-mining turn has made the size of a corpus independent of
the research question. In fact, text miners usually claimed that some ‘unexpected’ clustering results might come out of the data, and this aids the limitation of human interpretation. The text miners claimed that a bigger corpora
with more documents would allow users to reduce noise by ignoring common
words that carry little contribution to the analysis. If users wanted to find (lexical) patterns, the larger the data set for training purposes the better. According
to the text miners, a sensible clustering usually needs 2,000 to 4,500 documents (short articles with 10 sentences usually).
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Step 2: Data analysis and training the algorithms
Once the smaller corpus – comprising 200 to 300 items – was constructed, the
researcher undertook a ‘traditional’ textual analysis, reading the newspaper
texts and analysing them in light of her review of related documents and policy statements, using a CAQDAS tool to manage the hermeneutic coding process, and identifying themes through an iterative process of re-reading the full
articles and examining the coded segments of the texts. The quality of the
analysis was assured by presenting papers on the substantive results at conferences; all these were well received.
In order for the process of conducting the baseline textual analysis to feed
requirements to the text miners, the domain researcher met with the text
miners occasionally to brief them and demonstrate her use of CAQDAS. The
domain researcher showed the text miner how she built her own corpus and
how she used a CAQDAS tool to code it; the text miner showed the domain
researcher what text-mining tools were available and how they functioned.
Ethnographic notes were taken on most of these meetings. In addition to
learning from each other, the domain users and the text miners attended a
CAQDAS training course where several CAQDAS packages were introduced
and their strengths and weaknesses were reviewed. It provided the text miners with an opportunity to extend their knowledge of how social scientists
conduct qualitative research aided by CAQDAS packages, discover what kinds
of data they commonly analyse and the databases available to them, how
they import the data into the packages, and the extent to which the packages
automate the process of hermeneutic coding. Lastly, the domain researcher
also produced a short report on how coding was undertaken within the usage
of the CAQDAS tool, and how themes were based on codes, together with a
detailed codebook. These materials, produced by one single researcher, were
used to train the text-mining tools to search the content of the documents in
the corpus.
Step 3. Software development
One of the text-mining tools is automated term extraction, where a term in
this context refers to a compound of two or more words (or lexical items). This
tool automatically generates, for each document separately, a list of terms that
are significant within it. The users had the option to select one of three levels
of significance – high, medium, or low – and this affected the number of terms
appearing in the list, the minimum being five or six of high significance.
Another text-mining tool clustered documents in the corpus by estimating
the degree to which their content fit together. When the users entered a query
on the system’s search screen, the system returned a list of cluster titles on the
left-hand side of the screen. Clicking on one of them brought up a screen listing all the documents relevant to the query phrase within that cluster.
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A third text-mining tool was a named entity recogniser, that is, a tool to
identify the names of, for example, people or organisations. The users had
the option of displaying the named entities contained in all the documents
returned by a search. These appeared in pre-defined groups such as country,
location, person, and organisation.
A fourth component of this text-mining system was a sentiment analyser,
which calculates a positive or negative score of each sentence in a document
according to values pre-assigned to each word it contains. Sentences on the
screen were shaded from dark through light green to light and then dark red to
represent the magnitude of the positive through to negative score.
To develop these tools, the text miners attached tags (terms in the domain
user’s codebook) to a document or to a sentence so that meanings were inferred
from a sentence or a document. Unlike the domain researcher’s inductive way
of coding, the text-mining method appeared to be deductive and positivist.
For example, the domain researcher started from zero code, and as soon as she
found something as she read, she created new codes. This was part of a process of ‘reading’. This intuitive interpretative flexibility cannot be found in the
text-mining process as it needs a text miner to infer a fixed meaning to the
original documents in the large corpus.
When a computer ‘reads’, the software uses algorithms to examine the context in which words appear and identifies relations between the concepts. With
document classification and information retrieval techniques, for example,
the software not only knows to discard documents about fashion models but
can also extract important phrases, terms, names, and locations. It can then
categorise these and draw connections among the categories. For example, a
team from the University of California–Irvine used a text-mining technique
to sift 330,000 articles from the New York Times archive (Newman et al. 2006).
The team’s goal was to have their computers sort the stories by topic, without
requiring any human training or intervention. Researchers achieved this by
using text mining to find patterns of words which occurred together in New
York Times articles published between 2000 and 2002. Once these word patterns were indexed, the software then turned them into topics and was able to
construct a map of such topics over time. The researcher’s example involved a
set of words that tended to appear in the same article: ‘rider’, ‘bike’, ‘race’, and
‘Lance Armstrong’. The topic for this story would be identified as the Tour de
France, and the software could use its word patterns to chart how often the
Tour was discussed in the newspaper.
At this stage, the text-miners worked mostly alone with few interactions
with the domain users. The infrequent communication between the text miners and the domain users also suggests an asymmetrical relationship in this
interdisciplinary collaboration (as mentioned earlier). Social scientific expertise was brought in to meet the practical purpose of computing development.
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The relationship with the domain users was disconnected temporarily once
the text miners collected enough information for their development, and this
temporary decision of jointing and disjointing/rearranging domain disciplinary expertise during the course of the project poses a risk to the interdisciplinary collaboration in this project. That is, the team members had a lack of trust
and limited understanding of each other’s work.
Step 4. Iterative development
The development of these tools underwent a series of iterative and continuous development (including fine-tuning) to ensure the software returned the
right documents and highlighted the right/meaningful phrases desired by
the domain researchers. This stage involved a series of user trials to identify the
shortcomings and increase the accuracy (quality) of the software. The domain
users typed a keyword into the search field of the designated text-mining interface, which appeared like a Google search page), and inspected the returned
documents and results. In the eyes of human readers the documents returned
or the sentences highlighted by the software were inconsistent in terms of
meaning and semantics. Often a word, a phrase, or a sentence was highlighted,
not because of its meaning in the context but because of its lexical meaning. It
was challenging to produce coherent and mutually exclusive categories which
required more remedial action at the pre-processing stage or at the mining
stage.
When the results were unsatisfactory, the domain users wanted to know how
the search results were produced, how relevance between words and phrases
were calculated and perceived; whether it was because of word frequency or
some other modelling techniques.

Impressions on text-mining in the humanities
Although the text-mining software system described above was incomplete,
the project was proved to be an excellent feasibility study of the opportunities
for, and threats to, extending text mining to the textual analysis of newspapers
and more generally to qualitative social research.
The domain users in the interdisciplinary project found that the text-mining
system provided a user-friendly entry into text mining, with the initial screen –
the search interface – resembling mainstream search engines and the results
appearing in familiar form: a paginated list of the titles of the returned documents, their authors and dates, and snippets from each document in which the
query word or phrase was highlighted. However, the term extraction and clustering results were found wanting in two respects. First, users were reluctant to
accept ‘black-boxed’ results; instead they wanted to know how the terms were
extracted and the clusters created by the text-mining tools, this knowledge
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being critical to their judgement of the validity of the results. This poses a
quandary: the more complex the search algorithm, the more successful it is
likely to be at classifying documents according to their main theme (summarised by a term), but the more difficult it is likely to be to explain how the
algorithm works to a user who is not a text-mining expert. The current system,
where no explanation is offered and the phrases used to represent the terms are
often obscure, left users inspecting the contents of the returned documents in
an attempt to infer why they were clustered according to a specific term. They
then encountered the second problem: there were often several hundred documents clustered under one term and users found themselves opening each one
and reading its contents. The potential efficiency of the system was therefore
lost; users were reading large numbers of documents to ascertain their meaning, just as they would in a ‘traditional’ textual analysis. Moreover, the system
lacked the data management aids common in CAQDAS packages, leaving users
hampered by clumsy navigation.
During the development of the system, the performance of its term-extraction tool was improved by one single domain researcher applying her knowledge gained in the baseline study to evaluate and edit a long list of terms
generated by the software. It was an advantage to have a system that can be
trained in this respect. However, it was a disadvantage to have the quality of
the system’s output dependent on the extent of the prior training effort put
into it by a domain expert, although this would be mitigated if the subsequent
users’ confidence in the results were increased. In that case, quality assurance
would be provided not by understanding how the term-extraction algorithm
works but by knowing that a domain expert had trained the system to validly
identify the main topics of each article.
In light of their experiences of using the system, the users reported that they
could envisage a scenario in which document clustering would be valuable.
This would be as a preliminary scan through a very large number of documents,
because it would reduce the number to be inspected to those clusters that the
investigators found of interest. Similarly, they reported that term extraction
could be useful if it were based on a domain expert extensively training on the
system in a preliminary study and then if it were used by others in a large-scale
follow-up study. Alternatively, there might be scope to use both tools in the
first stages of a new textual analysis to generate some preliminary ideas about
topics appearing in a large corpus, though this would need to be followed by a
‘traditional’ textual analysis to examine the emerging ideas in full detail.
Although users found the named entity tool straightforward to use, and the
results intuitively understandable, they reported that it had three limitations.
The first was that it did not immediately appear to have any advantages over
using a keyword search in a standard search engine or in a CAQDAS package,
although they recognised that the advantages might become apparent were
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the tool used in research where its disambiguation functionality was particularly important. The second was that the names that appear in the categories
are taken from a pre-defined dictionary and the tool would therefore miss
some of the persons, organisations, celebrities, and so forth appearing in the
newspaper texts. The third was that there is little social research in which identifying named entities contributes significantly to the interpretive analysis of
qualitative data.
The sentiment analysis tool was also straightforward to use but it found little favour among social scientists because they were aware of too many issues
about language use and sentence construction that undermine the validity of
scores for each sentence based on the individual words it contains.
Overall, using this pilot text-mining system raised two fundamental issues.
One is the question of what semantic content mined from texts would be most
useful to qualitative social researchers. A case could be made for the terms
extracted by the text-mining system but that would involve explaining the
routines that calculate their significance. The other, related, issue is how to present the text-mining tools in a way that builds trust among domain researchers
that the results are valid.
One of the potential benefits of the system was its capacity to process enormous amounts of texts very quickly. However, this benefit was eroded when
searches produced terms that were accompanied by long lists of results spread
over dozens, even hundreds, of screens. Only if the user had confidence in how
the terms were extracted would she be willing to take the results at face value.
Yet users’ confidence in the extraction of terms (alternatively described as coding the qualitative data), which lies at the heart of all qualitative analysis, was
normally built up through an iterative process of reading and re-reading the
texts until the analyst felt that she had fully grounded the codes in an interpretive understanding of the texts, recognising that there is an inevitable relation between the phrases coded and the contexts in which they appeared.
The semantically richer the analysis that is sought, the more effort is invested
by the analyst in extracting meanings. In general, the more unstructured the
texts and the less limited the domain, the more difficult the task is. This might
be expressed as a continuum from (A) highly structured text about a limited
domain to (B) very unstructured text about an almost unlimited domain. A
might be represented by bioinformatics journal articles, for which many existing text-mining tools were developed, through newspaper texts to informal
interviews, conversations and blogs, representing B. At A, quantitative measures
such as word counts, word proximities, and so on might suffice to summarise
the meaning of the text. At B, much more interpretive effort is required.
Although A to B has just been described as a continuum, it is a matter of continuing debate across numerous social science disciplines as to whether there
is discontinuity or break somewhere between the two poles. In linguistics, this
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appears in the discussions of whether semantics can be captured through syntax; in social research it appears in the arguments about whether quantitative
content analysis is fundamentally different from qualitative textual analysis.

Beyond interdisciplinary: a methodological
transformation and transdisciplinarity

AQ2

In light of Barthes (1977), interdisciplinary research ‘must integrate a set of
disciplines so as to create not only a unified outcome but also something new,
a new language, a new way of understanding, and do so in such a way that it
is possible for a new discipline to evolve over time’ (Fiore 2008: 254). Adopting
this system for textual analysis indeed denotes transdisciplinarity as set out in
the Mode 2 knowledge production framework, with a distinct problem-solving framework, new theoretical structures, and research methods or modes of
practice to facilitate problem-solving (Gibbons et al. 1994). And this change
involves what a discipline constitutes, basically ‘the body of concepts, methods, and fundamental aims ... [and] a communal tradition of procedures and
techniques for dealing with theoretical or practical problems’ (Toulmin 1972:
142). Using text mining for textual analysis leads to transdisciplinarity where
‘a shared, over-arching theoretical framework which welds components into
a unit’ exists (Rossini and Porter 1979: 70). However, given the state of art of
text mining, this shift to transdisciplinarity raises some methodological and
managerial challenges.
The fundamental methodological challenge derived from transdisciplinary
is: to what extent is the theoretical and methodological framework shared and
by whom?
To develop a text-mining system requires not only textual analysts (social
scientists) but also text miners (computer scientists) to be on board. As for models and modelling in science, some hypotheses would be formed to be tested
with some factors pre-assigned and pre-categorised. The algorithms in the
text-mining system would have learned the specific knowledge (reading and
interpretation) of specific domain experts who participated in the initial development, and analyse, organise, and sort data out lexically and statistically. The
intuitive human semantics are artificially programmed and inferred. Whoever
wishes to understand the newspaper texts will be relying on these specific
sets of concepts and methods developed through a small team of computer
and social scientists. Although it may be claimed that there are some benefits
(e.g., processing large amounts of data within a very short time, increasing
inter-coder reliability), this is not considered the essence of research in the
humanities, which is diversity. The same texts will be looked at from different
perspectives, through different means and frameworks. That said, others may
not want to use these text-mining tools which were initially developed for a
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specific team of researchers who were investigating different research questions and bearing different agendas.
To avoid such conditions, text-mining tools for textual analysis would need
to be situated in each individual research project. And that denotes the kind
of small group ‘team science’ that Fiore (2008) describes. This kind of ‘team
science’ is not to be confused with ‘big science’ with large-scale networked
computing infrastructures. The vision of ‘big science’ is well presented in the
current research policies and strategies that the research councils in Europe
and North America have been making. This tendency of generalising methods and theoretical frameworks in arts and humanities as in natural science
and engineering is not new. Rob Kling, for example, is one of those prominent scholars who constantly reminded developers of ‘field differences’ and the
shaping of electronic media in supporting scientific communication (Kling
and McKim 2000).
Based on the findings from the above case study, the text-mining system
embodied mostly an engineering-driven mindset. Had the system been available for wider adoption, the disciplines involved would all need to be integrated and re-conceptualised. However, the disciplinary boundaries in the
studied project remained rigid. Without integration and re-conceptualisation
of disciplines, the mutuality and interaction will remain superficial even if a
shared platform or tool has been developed.
With such a technology-driven attitude, future arts and humanities is facing
a risk of being instrumentalised by big linked data sets and (semi-)automated
data analysis tools (such as the text-mining ones portrayed in this paper). This
seemingly asymmetrical and asynchronous assemblage of artificial intelligence
for knowledge mining and knowledge discovery only privileges the knowledge
that is held by a specific group of experts. And the knowledge that is summarised, in the context of the humanities, is not going to be widely shared.
Inserting the perspectives and desires of those e-Scientists, notably from scientific domains such as genetics, physics, biology, and clinical medicine, into the
humanities has caused uneasiness in domain experts, as Pieri (2009) writes:
‘many social scientists and scholars in cognate disciplines remain apparently
unaware or unimpressed by the promises of linking up large-scale data sets of
fieldwork, and having access to the new tools and technologies that are being
developed to cope with this scaling up of data set size’ (2009: 1103). To balance
this ‘inescapable imperative’ (Kling and McKim 2000: 1311) and avoid blackboxing (Bijker and Law 1992) the e-Science technology and techniques and
exaggerating the expectations and applications, she calls for a discussion about
the limitations and drawbacks of these e-Science infrastructures and tools, and
to ‘explore the extent to which these values are shared across sections of the
research community, or the extent to which they may be specific of certain
stakeholders only’ (Pieri 2009: 1103). The need for transparentising debates
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and for negotiation of values in research policy-making is interconnected with
the need for better communication (Fiore 2008; Bammer 2008). This leads to
the managerial challenge that transdisciplinarity brings.
As emphasised in existing literature on interdisciplinarity, collaboration is
a key to the success of such conglomeration (Fiore 2008; Bammer 2008). In
1979, Rossini and Porter proposed four strategies for integrating disciplinary
components: common group learning, modelling, negotiation among experts,
and integration by leader. More than three decades later, Bammer (2008) proposes three strategies for leading and managing research collaboration: 1)
effectively harnessing differences; 2) setting defensible boundaries; 3) gaining legitimate authorisation. Reviewing the case study against these suggestions, organisational learning for harnessing the differences and negotiation
among team scientists took place. However, despite the leadership from the
Principle Investigator and his effort to energise the team from time to time,
disciplinary integration appears to be difficult and that hinders transdisciplinarity. Although it has been acknowledged by text miners that technical
processes of data and text mining are highly iterative and complex (Kurgan
and Musilek 2006; Brachman and Anand 1996; Fayyad et al. 1996), text miners have paid relatively little attention to the dynamics in the collaboration
processes between interdisciplinary team members. In our experience, the
domain users and text miners found it difficult to communicate their own
taken-for-granted background assumptions about the data and methods, and
this was a marked hindrance to the project. To the domain users, the miners
appeared instrument-oriented rather than user-centred. To the text miners, the
users appeared interfering by wanting more explanation about the operation
of their tools and their criteria for preferring one algorithm over another. To
some extent, the lack of open communication between domain users and text
miners worsened once problems were encountered. Positive results might have
strengthened trust between the team members but early failure undermined
it. This demonstrates that collaborative strategies are not incidental to interdisciplinary projects but central to their functioning.

Conclusions
Based on a case study of an interdisciplinary project that gathered text miners
and textual analysts together to develop a text-mining system for analysing
newspaper articles, this paper: 1) examines how different disciplinary expertise was organised, integrated, jointed, and disjointed at different stages of the
development process; 2) extends existing examination of interdisciplinary practices specifically to the context of the digital humanities; and 3) discusses the
methodological and managerial challenges emerging from a seemingly shift
towards transdisciplinarity. Such a practice-based view echoes what Mattila
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(2005) argues: that interdisciplinarity is ‘in the making’ as in Latourian metaphor ‘science in the making’ (Latour 1987: 7). This case study has offered an
episode that explores what had not been known yet – ‘which does not carry
ready-made definition or categorisations’ (Mattila 2005: 533) about what text
mining can do for arts and humanities.
More than four decades ago, Rossini and Porter (1979) noted that
‘Interdisciplinary research lacks the collection of paradigmatic success stories
which accompany nearly every disciplinary research tradition. Not only are
specific strategies for integration lacking, but the notion of integration itself
has not been well-articulated’ (1979: 77) The case study has demonstrated that
it is not straightforward to re-purpose text-mining tools initially developed for
biomedical research and customise them for arts and humanities. Nor should
the software development effort be underestimated. Nevertheless, knowledge
exchange has taken place between the text miners and social scientists.
As to the Turing test, who won in the end? The aim of this paper is not to
judge whether text-mining-enabled automatic coding is more efficient than
human manual coding. As this work symbolises the beginning of digital
humanities, any conclusion would be premature since we have by no means
exhausted the options available. But, at the moment, in light of the experiences of some social scientists who use computer-assisted qualitative data analysis (CAQDAS) tools (e.g. Seale et al. 2006a, 2006b), show that even if coding
processes can be automated by computers, human intelligence would still be
needed to make sense of the results based on their research questions. While
nobody could say that computers can replace human intelligence, efforts will
continue to seek ways of harnessing what computers are good at – in particular, processing huge amounts of data systematically – to support social science
research advances that would not otherwise be possible. And this will be a
long-term commitment of observing how this shift towards transdisciplinarity
in the humanities transpires.

Notes
This writing largely benefited from the insightful discussion I had with Prof. Peter
Halfpenny, Elisa Pieri, and Dr. Mercedes Arguello-Casteleiro during the period when
I worked at the coordinating hub of the ESRC National Centre for e-Social Science
(NCeSS) at the University of Manchester from 2006 to 2009. During my career there, I
participated and conducted ethnographic observation in the development and implementation of several e-Social Science research tools and web services.
1. The ‘Digging into Data’ initiative, launched in 2009, is sponsored by eight international research funders, representing Canada, the Netherlands, the United
Kingdom, and the United States. The second round of the competition took place
in 2011. For more information please visit the website http://www.diggingintodata.
org/.
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2. See the 2011 Digging into Data request for proposals document at http://www.jisc.
ac.uk/media/documents/funding/2011/03/diggingintodatamain.pdf.
3. Beaulieu et al. (2007) have questioned the surplus of (ethnographic) case studies on
e-Science to date and urged a need for conceptualising and theorising existing cases,
especially from a perspective of science and technology studies (STS). Parallel to this
qualitative-based stream of research, quantitative research methods such as econometrics, statistics, or bibliometric methodology are also used in studying interdisciplinarity (e.g., Morillo et al. 2003; Schummer 2004).
4. The data has been anonymised due to research ethics.
5. http://people.ischool.berkeley.edu/~hearst/text-mining.html.
6. http://www.jisc.ac.uk/publications/briefingpapers/2008/bptextminingv2.aspx.
7. http://www.trl.ibm.com/projects/textmining/index_e.htm.
8. Textual analysis can be applied to a variety of forms of texts including visual, textual
or audio. However, in this project, text-mining techniques are being applied solely to
the written text.
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